Introduction
When applying conventional standard video codecs in wireless video applications, error resilience and coding efficiency are the two main issues need to be considered. Since it is difficult to corroborate robust quality of service (QoS) in wireless networks, transmitted video packets are sometime lost or corrupted due to fading and shadowing effect of wireless channel. Providing robust video transmission in wireless packet-switched networks is therefore a challenging task as compressed video is very vulnerable to channel error. In recent years, many error resilient tools have been proposed to enhance the robust performance of video transmission in wireless environment (Chen et al., 2008) (Stockhammer et al., 2003) (Stockhammer et al., 2005) (Vetra et al., 2005) (Wang et al., 2000) . Coding efficiency is one of the important issues to be taken into account for the limited bandwidth of wireless networks (Etoh and Yoshimura, 2005) . To achieve a robust video transmission over wireless channels, the video codec on one hand should have supreme error resilient performance, on the other hand, it should also maintain a good coding efficiency by limiting the overhead information introduced by the error resilient tools. Hence, a good compromise between the error resilience performance and coding efficiency should be made. Interactive error control is one of the effective error resilient techniques adopted in video codec. In this category, some error resilient techniques based on data hiding are proposed (Zeng, 2003) (Yilmaz and Alatan, 2003) (Kang and Leou, 2005) . In such techniques, the important information for error concealment is extracted and embedded into video bitstream at the video encoder. When some packets are lost or corrupted, their corresponding embedded data at proper positions can enhance the error concealment effect at the video decoder. Although data hiding methods can obtain satisfied error resilient effect, their notable increase of bits overhead is disadvantageous for coding efficiency. Since the principle of embedding important information (Yin el al., 2001 ) they adopted modifies the original AC coefficients, not only video quality is degraded, but also coding overhead will be increased significantly. In wireless channels, as the transmission rate is limited, an obvious increase on coding overhead results in inevitable delay. Moreover, in wireless packet-switched networks, when a packet arrives at receiver beyond the maximum system waiting time, the receiver will consider this as packet lost [11] . Hence, embedded information should be essential and refined. In order to simultaneously obtain better error resilient performance and preserve original coding efficiency in the video stream, a low redundancy error resilient scheme for H.264 video transmission in packet-switched environment is proposed in this chapter. The proposed method firstly utilizes content analysis to classify macroblocks (MBs) in a P frame into four categories with different protection measures. Each MB will then be protected by inserting proper information in next frame, which is determined by its protection type. Considering limited bandwidth of wireless channel, the inserted redundancy is selected as concise as possible while it can still facilitate error concealment to obtain better reconstruction effect. Finally, with the feedback from receiver, an adaptive transmission strategy of video packet is developed to effectively mitigate the required transmission rate especially in low packet loss rate (PLR) environments. Simulation results on H.264 JM 8.2 codec in different PLRs show that the proposed method can obviously outperform some reference methods in both PSNR and subjective quality. And it just brings little increase in coding overhead. In the following of this chapter, a review on various error resilient techniques for wireless video transmission will be reviewed in section 2. A new error resilient scheme for H.264 video will then be described in section 4. Simulation results will be presented and discussed in section 4. Finally, some concluding remarks will be given in section 5.
Error resilient video coding
With the rapid development of wireless communications technologies, the demand for transmission of various video contents over wireless environments has been greatly increasing in recent few years. Therefore, providing robust video transmission in wireless environments draws much people's attention from different communities. However, it is a challenging task to make video information robust in wireless transmission. First, the quality of service (QoS) of wireless channel is hardly reliable for its high bit error rate and limited transmission bandwidth. Second, as techniques like predictive coding and variable length coding are generally adopted in most of the existing video codecs, it will cause not only spatial error propagation in present frame, but also temporal error propagation in successive frames. Hence, the visual quality at the receiving end will be greatly reduced. To achieve an optimum transmission over a noisy wireless channel, both the source coding and network should be jointly adapted. An acceptable video quality in wireless environment can be obtained by the adjustment of parameters in video codec and wireless network. For the former, people have proposed many error resilient video encoding algorithms to enhance the robust performance of the compressed video stream in wireless networks (Wang and Zhu, 1998) (Villasenor et al, 1999) (Wang et al., 2000) (Chen et al., 2008) . These algorithms can be divided into three categories: 1) error detection and error concealment algorithms used at video decoder of wireless receiver; 2) error resilient video encoding algorithms located at video encoder of wireless transmitter; 3) robust error control between video encoder and decoder based on 1) and 2). Figure 1 summarizes different techniques at different parts of a wireless video transmission system. Since error concealment algorithms are only used at video decoder in wireless receiver, they do not require any modification of video encoder and channel codec. Hence, there is not any increase of coding computing complexity and transmission rate. Therefore, error concealment algorithms can be easily realized in present wireless video transmission system. However, since error concealment algorithms make full use of spatial and temporal correlation in video stream to estimate the corrupted region of video frames, when the correlation between corrupted region and correctly received frames is weak, error concealment algorithms cannot achieve good effect so that there is apparent distortion in repaired reconstructed video frames. In addition, although error concealment algorithms can reduce the intensity of temporal error propagation, it cannot reduce the length of temporal error propagation. As we know, human visual system (HVS) is not very sensitive to short term obvious error propagation while long term even slight error propagation will annoy the observation of HVS impressively. Therefore, desirable error repaired effect should make the intensity and length of error propagation minimum simultaneously. In order to compensate the defects of error concealment algorithms, a number of error resilient video encoding algorithms had been developed in the last decade to make the compressed video stream be accustomed to wireless transmission environment. These algorithms can be divided into five categories as discussed in the following.
The first category is concerned on the location of error protection information. Its main purpose is to reduce the length and intensity of spatial and temporal error propagation. In this category, four kinds of representative algorithms are developed based on resynchronization mode, adaptive intra coding, flexible reference frame and multiple reference frames. The second category of error resilient algorithms utilizes data partition scheme to aggregate same type of syntax information, such as the aggregation of motion vector, header and texture information. When channel error appears in this type of video stream, all of information in the same region is not simultaneously wrong, and there is some correct information left for corrupted region. So with residual correct information, coarse reconstruction effect is still achieved at video decoder, which is always more satisfactory than that of error concealment. The redundant error resilient video encoding algorithms can efficiently improve the performance of robust decoding for their inserted redundancy to mitigate the corrupted probability of video stream. Reversible Variable Length Coding (RVLC) (Takishima et al., 1995) can effectively reduce the range of spatial error propagation by reversely decoding from the position of next resynchronization mode with expense of apparent increase of encoding overhead. Multiple Description Coding (MDC) (Wang et al., 2005) divides conventional compression video stream into several pieces of sub-video stream, and each of them has same priority for transmission. Whe n a n y o f t h e m i s c o r r u p t e d o r l o s t i n transmission, residual correctly received pieces of video stream can still be used to reconstruct coarse picture. Flexible Graphic Scalable (FGS) coding (Jens-rainer, 2005) is another type of error resilient algorithms to adopt multiple layers coding for video compression. In FGS coding, there are depending associations among base layer and enhanced layers that if only base layer is correctly decoded, the other enhancement layers can be decoded. The fourth category is developed to compensate the defects of existing error concealment algorithms. For the spatial and temporal correlation in video stream is not always high, and the correct data used as reference by error concealment is not always enough, practical prediction effect of error concealment is not precise, whose final repaired effect is not better than direct replacement and weighted interpolation. In order to avoid this, some essential verification information are necessary to add into original video stream in order to improve the preciseness of error concealment prediction effect. The last category is the wireless channel based error resilient video coding algorithms (Stockhammer et al. 2002) . With respect to original rate distortion optimization (RDO) model in conventional video codec, these algorithms are designed to get better video quality and compression efficiency simultaneously. This type of RDO model may not be best suited to the wireless transmission environment. The distortion caused by channel error should be taken into RDO model so that the corresponding optimization parameters in the RDO model can be adjusted according to varied channel parameters, such as, packet lost rate (PLR), bit error rate (BER) and burst error average length (BEAL).
Content-based error resilient scheme
In a generic packet-based video transmission system (Katsaggelos et al., 2005) , both the source coding and network will be jointly adapted to achieve an optimum transmission over a noisy channel.
A formulation is given in (Katsaggelos et al., 2005) to minimize the cost required to send video stream confined to a desirable level of distortion and tolerable delay. This is suitable for mobile terminal where transmission power, computational resource and wireless bandwidth are limited. The optimization for this formulation is
where D 0 is the maximum allowable distortion, and T 0 is the end-to-end delay constraint. Here, S denotes the set including available error resilient source coding types, and N represents the network parameters and transmission strategy to be controlled. S * and N * are the best selection of S and N to obtain minimum coding overhead min C tot (S * ,N * ) while their endto-end distortion D tot (S * ,N * ) is not beyond D 0 , and their delay T tot (S * ,N * ) does not exceed T 0 . In this chapter, one effort is to find an optimized error resilient tool S * from S that can guide error concealment to get the best reconstruction effect with minimum amount of redundancy. Another effort concerns an adaptive transmission strategy N * for video packets based on the receiver's feedback to reduce burden on channel overhead. Here, we assume that network parameters, such as channel coding and network protocols, have been optimized.
New error resilient approach
To derive an efficient error resilient scheme, we consider the following issues for embedded video coding used in error resilience: (1) how to use correct evaluation tools to find MBs with important information that is crucial to human vision system (HVS), (2) how to extract these crucial information from the video stream and represent them with minimum bits, and (3) how to add extracted important information into the video stream at proper position with little coding overhead increase and modification on original video stream. Since slice video coding is resilient to wireless channel error, in this paper, we assume that each row of MBs in a P frame is a slice transmitted by a video packet. To locate the important information in P frames, we consider using the pre-error concealment scheme (Kang and Leou, 2005) . In this scheme, a process called pre-error concealment is performed to each MB and the mean absolute error (MAE) between the error-free MB and pre-concealed MB is calculated. Those macroblocks having large MAE values are regarded as important ones since missing of them will result in larger reconstruction error. More embedded protection information will then be allocated to them. However, this result may not be consistent with human visual system. Since mobile video phone and video conference are the common applications of current wireless video communication, the main content of such services is human portrait. According to (Wang et al., 2003) , the region of human face is recognized as the foveation area of HVS. In this region, even a slight variation in face between neighboring frames such as blink and smile can draw HVS more attention than other MBs that may have a larger MAE in the background. In this regard, we propose to make a refinement of the pre-error concealment scheme with the concern of HVS by taking into account whether the MB is located in the foveation area or not. The weighted pre-error concealed distortion (WPECD) f i of the i th MB is defined as follows.
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where m f (m f >1) and m nf (0< m nf <1) are the weighted values assigned to the MBs in the foveation region and the background, respectively, which are determined by the network parameters and the size of the foveation region. Γ denotes the foveation region (removed), Here, we uses q i to denote the original pre-error concealed distortion (PECD) value of the i th MB obtained by pre-concealment as follows. In this paper, we adopt the error concealment method in (Tsekeridou and Pitas, 2000) to obtain those pre-concealed values. After identifying the important information, we have to determine which information should be embedded for protecting the content. For the MB having a small PECD value based on (3), it means that the error concealment process can reconstruct the original information with little visual degradation especially in the foveation area (removed) because of the high temporal correlation between the reference MB and lost MB. But when the MB is in the moderate and high motion region, it will have a larger PECD value. If it is lost, existing error concealment methods may not accurately estimate its motion vector (MV), as well as its residual transform coefficients. To measure the deviation of the error concealment method in estimating MV and residual error, the following two parameters are defined. 
where i res q is the deviation level between original MB and original motion compensated MB. These two parameters reflect to a certain extend the degree of temporal and spatial correlation of subsequent frames. Based on these two factors, we classify MBs in a P frame into four categories (two extra bits are required for MB classification) as follows. i. Class I MB: The MB has a small PECD value, i.e., q mc < T mc or q res <T res , where T mc and T res are two thresholds. As mentioned before, the error-concealed effects of Class I MBs are very close to the original video quality. Hence, it is not necessary to insert protection information for them. Also, in most cases, the previous frame is the best predicted frame and there are little distortion among the reconstruction effects of 16×16 block mode and other block modes. Thus, we make a compromise that these MBs can be restored desirably with 16×16 mode and previous frame. Therefore, additional bits overhead for best mode and predicted frame for important MB in (Kang and Leou, 2005) are saved. ii. Class II MB: The MB has a larger PECD value and q mc >> q res . In this situation, it is necessary to insert motion vector (MV) information to compensate the defect of error concealment. As in (Kang and Leou, 2005) , 16 bits for entire MV of important MB is embedded in next P frame. Based on the method in (Lee et al., 2005) , only 8 bits inserted into the video stream for residual MV is enough to regenerate the original MV. iii. Class III MB: The MB has a larger PECD value and q mc << q res . In this situation, these MBs are usually intra-coded, and they have stronger correlation with spatial neighboring MBs than that of temporal neighboring MBs. Hence, spatial error concealment is desirable for this category of MBs. We use Soble operator to extract the direction of edge in them as embedded information to facilitate spatial error concealment where 4 bits are used to denote potential 16 possible directions. iv. Class IV MB: The MB has a larger PECD value and (q mc >T mc and q res >T res ). In this situation, both the spatial and temporal neighboring MBs have certain correlation with this category of MBs. Certainly, corresponding residual MV and edge direction information should be inserted. With respect to the characters of error concealment method in (Al-Mualla et al., 1999) , we extract following temporal and spatial correlation parameters Here, 4 bits are used for one of these two weighted values inserted into the video stream. As a result, the total number of inserted bits for these four categories of MBs is only two bits, ten bits, six bits and eighteen bits respectively. Because the methods in (Yilmaz and Alatan, 2003) and (Kang and Leou, 2005) use the strategy in (Yin et al., 2001) to embed extracted information, video quality and coding efficiency are greatly degraded when the original AC coefficients are modified. In this paper, we directly insert extracted information at the end of each video packet in next P frame with fixed length coding after all of MBs of this video packet have been encoded.
New adaptive transmission scheme for wireless packet video transmission
In (Yilmaz and Alatan, 2003) and (Kang and Leou, 2005) , embedded important information is transmitted in wireless channel without considering whether the protected MBs are received correctly or not. With respect to the practical loss environment mentioned in (Katsaggelos et al., 2005) , most of video packets in practical situation can be correctly received. Therefore, when one video packet is correctly received, it is not necessary transmit its protecting information in next frame. Based on the feedback of receiver, an adaptive transmission strategy that determines whether it is necessary to transmit embedded information for video packet is proposed here. Using QCIF P frame as an example to describe this new transmission strategy as shown in Fig.2 (We assume that one video packet includes one row of MBs in each P frame), when k th P frame arrives at receiver, receiver will find whether some video packets are lost in this frame, and give transmitter a nine bits feedback to represent the receiving situation of nine video packets of k th P frame. If j th (1≤ j≤9) video packet is lost, j th bit in feedback is set as 1 to denote j th packet is lost, and other bits are zero in feedback when their corresponding video packets are correctly received. In the buffer of wireless video transmitter, there are two types of encapsulation for same video packets of (k+1) th P frame to be transmitted, one is TYPE-I packet including original video stream only, the other is TYPE-II packet including both the original video stream and the extracted important information for the video packet of the same position in k th P frame. Hence, when feedback from receiver is 100000000, it means that only first video packet is lost, and others arrive at receiver correctly. Therefore, in wireless video transmitter, only the first video slice is transmitted by the TYPE-II packet followed by other eight TYPE-I video packets. This strategy can effectively mitigate the volume of unnecessary transmitted redundant information in wireless channel especially in low LPR situation. Here, we consider k th P frame is lost when its feedback verification information cannot arrive at transmitter in time. So we have to adopt TYPE-II packet to transmit all of video packets of (k+1) th P frame in this situation. 
Simulation results
Computer simulations are performed in this section to evaluate the performance of the proposed error resilient scheme for video transmission in noisy environment. In our experiments, the H.264 JM 8.2 baseline codec is used, where the number of reference encoding frame is five. The frames from 5 th to 145 th frame in QCIF sequences "Susie" and "Foreman" are used for simulation. The video are encoded as IPPP…, and their QP is set at 28. The wireless channel adopted by simulation is random packet lost channel. We assume that each P frame is transmitted by nine video packets. For q mc and q res , they should be tuned according to real time video content. However, with respect to computation complexity, we assumed that they have fixed value. In simulation, both of them are set as 0.1. We compare our method with the data embedding based error resilient method (Kang and Leou, 2005) with Type-I data (denoted as Ref 1) and both Type-I and Type-II data (denoted as Ref 2). We first look at the objective performance of error concealed effects in terms of the PSNR value of reconstructed pictures with a PLR as 0.1, which is illustrated in Fig.3 . The PSNR result generated by an error free H.264 codec is also plotted in the figure, which is denoted as H.264 JM 8.2. It is seen that the proposed method always has a higher PSNR value than the other methods. For sequence "Foreman", which contains rather high motions, the proposed method has an obvious PSNR improvement with respect to Ref 1 and Ref 2, and its reconstruction effect is also more robust than other methods. In this scene, the average PSNR achieved by Ref 1, Ref 2, our proposed method and H.264 JM 8.2 is 34.97dB, 35.06dB, 35.37dB and 35.77dB respectively. We can find that the achieved PSNR distance between the proposed method and H.264 JM 8.2 is not very apparent. For sequence "Susie", which contains mostly medium motions, the proposed method can still obtain more desirable effect in the middle of selected range of video sequence than other methods, where there is apparent motion of human portrait. While at the beginning and end of selected range of video sequence, where high temporal correlation is in neighboring video frames, there are no apparent difference in reconstruction effect between the proposed method and reference www.intechopen.com In the following, we apply the proposed adaptive transmission scheme in sending the video in noisy environment. We assume that both the forward channel and feedback channel are random pocket lost channels. We vary PLR in the forward channel and the feedback verification information loss probability (FVILP) in the feedback channel to see the effectiveness of the proposed scheme in saving coding overhead for the error resilient video stream. The results for the two sequences are shown in Table 2 and Table 3 , for different PLR and FVILP settings. It is shown that the required transmission rate of the error resilient stream in different PLR can be significantly mitigated by the proposed video packet transmission strategy even in the loss of feedback verification information. And then, we look at the actual visual quality of the reconstructed pictures by different error resilient schemes. The reconstructed pictures of the 22 nd frame of "Foreman" sequence for different methods are shown in Fig.4 . It is seen that the fourth row MBs are lost, with respect to original picture shown by Fig.4(a) , the proposed method in Fig.4(d) has more vivid subjective effect in human eyes area than Ref 1 and Ref 2 shown by Fig.4(b) and (c). Finally, as we know, the proposed algorithm needs q i , q mc and q res to classify MB. The increasing encoding time for this process is listed in Table 4 for H.264 JM 8.2 baseline profile.
In our experiments, the tested hardware platform is DELL Latitude D820 Notebook PC (Intel Core2 Duo 2GHz, 1024 Memory), and the total encoding time of first 150 frames (only first frame is I frame) in Susie and Foreman video sequence is given. The additional encoding time for these three parameters is limited. The total encoding time increase for them in tested video sequences is only less than 1%. 
Conclusions
In this chapter, a review on various error resilient video coding techniques for wireless packet video transmission is given. Then a new error resilient method based on content analysis together with an adaptive transmission scheme are proposed for compressed video transmission over noisy environments. Simulation results show that the proposed method can obtain good error concealment effect with low redundancy by carefully extracting and inserting essential information in video encoder . 
